
remote control and other technology in the field of IT. The product 

is simple in appearance, easy to carry, convenient installation, 

strong function, high reliability and strong anti vibration, waterproof 

and so on. The equipment can be temporarily installed in the fixed 

point or moving vehicles. Applicable to the field of mobile 

application environment, such as: investigation, public security, 

traffic police, fire, traffic, armed police, courts, forestry, water 

conservancy, environmental protection, construction, aquatic 

products, insurance, insurance and other fields. 
 

 Product features 
! H.264 High profile video compression encoding, dual stream output  

! The remote real-time monitoring, two-way voice intercom  

! The real-time local video stream, multiple resolution and optional 

! Local, remote ptz control  

! data storage, can support 2 SD card, each maximum capacity is 128G  

! 3G/4G/WIFI  

! The integrated design, various installation chassis, suitable for different 
installation, convenient disassembly  

! 360 degree omni-directional tilt, support 200 preset, automatic cruise 
support  

! Support the battery / external power supply; 

! CMS 

! Optional  

" WiFi AP  

" GPS  
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4G AHD Speed Dome is a video, high-definition wireless 

video transmission, voice monitoring, intercom, remote control in 

one of the portable products. It uses high speed processor and 

embedded operating system, combined with the most advanced 

H.264 audio and video compression, wireless network transmission, 
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Dimensions 

Item Parameter 

Model M91-DNWW.L 

Video One Video In , One Video Out 

Resolution 1280*720  

Audio One Audio In, One Audio Out 

Audio 
Encoder 

G.726 

Zoom 20X/30X  

Night vision More than 60 meters 

 
PTZ 

Pelco-D/P 

Horizontal 360° Continuous rotation 120°/S 

Vertical -15°-90°Continuous rotation 60°/S 

Preset point 200 

Storage Dual SD card storage, each card with the highest 
support 128G; 

Wireless  3G/4G/WIFI  

GPS GPS/BD Optional  

Power Built in battery, can work 6~8 hours, external power 
supply 19V/3A 

Remaining 
capacity 
Display 

0/25%/50%/75%/100% 

Installation 
method 

Suction cup installation, fixed installation chassis 
(optional), adjustable bracket (optional) 

Protection 
level 

IP66 

Size mm  173*178*281mm  Long * wide * high  

Weight g  Bare pager 5kg  Belt protection box 9kg 
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Accessories 
1 standard Accessories 

 
adapter 

 
power line 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 Optional Accessories 

 
extension tripod 
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